
 

 

THE WORD TOKEN ($TWD) WHITEPAPER (V1) 

INTRODUCTION 

Born out the desire to digitalize the coming move of God, The Word ($TWD) 

token was launched to serve as a medium of exchange and the system of reward 

on The Ark; a Christocentric digital reality that would be built to serve the global 

Christian community, driving and increasing the inclusion of Christian 

communities in digitalization. 

PROBLEM 

Daniel 12:4 But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the 

time of the end: many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be 

increased. (KJV) 

We have not witnessed the speed of human events, interactions, transactions, 

and so on such as we are witnessing now. The entire world is being driven by 

digitalization and technologies. The prophecy in Revelations 13:17 seems less 

far fetched at the moment, as human existence is now based on numbers 

(digitalization). 

However, Christians who have been given this privileged information by prophecy 

have been on the back foot when it comes to adopting and integrating 

digitalization into the dealings of the Christian faith. 

THE WORD Token 

This is the first Christocentric digital currency built by believers of the Christian 

faith for believers of the Christian faith. 

This project is aimed at motivating and encouraging the adoption of digital 

innovation and inclusion across the global Christian community. 

To promote the global reading culture, this project aims to host a Read2Earn 

platform where readers will be rewarded monthly with BNB according to their 



 

 

position on the leadership board. Writers also earn $TWD when their books are 

bought/rented on the e-library. The project aims to host the largest e-library 

This project is peculiar since it is the first of its kind, available to the Christian 

population of over 2.4 billion. While it will be readily available to Christians in 

developed and civilized regions, the project also aims to champion digital 

evangelism to underdeveloped and the traditionally hard-to-reach parts of the 

globe; spreading the gospel of Jesus Christ and on boarding these 

underdeveloped populations on the digital revolution. 
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Digital Wallet, Social Ecosystem and Staking platforms. 

February to June 2023 RoadMap 

➢ Fair Launch 

➢ 3000 wallet holders  

➢ 9000 transactions 

➢ 5000 followers on Facebook and 5000 telegram subscribers and community 

members  

➢ Renouncing Ownership 

➢ Smart Contract Audit 

➢ BSC Scan Smart Contract Audit 

➢ CMC Coin Market listing 

➢ Watcher Guru Listing  

➢ Coin Snipper Listing 

➢ Global Marketing  

➢ 5M Market Cap.  

➢ Every other thing the Lord wills 



 

 

TOKENOMICS 

     Tokenomics (Supply - 100B) 

    (33% holders | 31% burnt | 30% Lock | 6% LP)  

Taxes - 7% Buy and 6% Sell 

Ownership - renounced 

LP lock – Pinksale 

USEFUL LINKS 

Website: thewordtoken.com  

Email: mailto:dev@thewordtoken.com 

mailto:admin@thewordtoken.com 

BSC Scan Overview 

https://bscscan.com/token/0xf00cd9366a13e725ab6764ee6fc8bd21da22786e 

 

Renounced Ownership 

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x1c2b1beb5fbb757af1f79b999429a8cff4c9e20b0b7ff740ee

1128df69f2edbb 

 

30% burned 

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x39ba2d930c8dc9e2aa3e5d17fad93925b5033b1c8d7a0ced

5e1d713fba45892a 

 

30% locked  

https://bscscan.com/tx/0xb4d4c2bf92ad2a37c5e7ca0191385eb831a958564e74d1df

e44785e68b62ebad 

 

LIVE TRADING 

POOCOIN 

https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xf00cd9366a13e725ab6764ee6fc8bd21da22786e 

COIN MOONER 

https://coinmooner.com/coin/the-word-token-twd 

MEMETOOLS 

https://memetools.app/token/bsc/0xf00cd9366a13e725ab6764ee6fc8bd21da22786e 
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COIN PAPRIKA  

https://coinpaprika.com/coin/twd-the-word-token/ 

PANCAKE SWAP 

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?chain=bsc&inputCurrency=0xe9e7CEA3DedcA5984

780Bafc599bD69ADd087D56&outputCurrency=0xf00cD9366A13e725AB6764EE6FC8B

d21dA22786e&utm_source=Trust_iOS_Browser 

CONTACT US 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/twdtoken 

Telegram: https://t.me/thewordtoken 

Email: mailto:admin@thewordtoken.com 
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